WHAT IS THE BIBLE VERSE?
1. What is the Bible verse with its reference that shows us how when we praise God with the psalmody service, we are offering a living sacrifice?
2. What is the Bible verse with its reference from our lecture that shows how praise is pleasant as well as beautiful?

TRUE or FALSE
1. Theotokia is a Greek word mean glorifying St. Mary and Jesus her son
2. The Prayer of Azaria of the Lobsh on the third Hoos is directly from Book of Daniel
3. Hoos means; a Greek word means explanation
4. Doxology means; a Greek word meaning glorification by word
5. Defnar means; a Latin word means chanting
6. Adam tune; a Tune especially for Wednesdays and Saturday praises
7. Watos tune; a Tune especially for Saturday Praises

CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER
1. When the Tinav praises sung?
   A- during Kiahk only
   B- midnight praises second hous
   C- every day during the holy 50 day till month of hatour
   D- everyday during the Holy 50 days then only on Sundays till the end of the month of Hatour.
2. What Does Psali of the day means:
   A- Hymn or song for Each day
   B- Focus on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ
   C- Prayer of Azariah
   D- A & B Only
   E- A, B, & C

OPEN ENDED
1. Give one or two examples in which hoos ae from the bible. including their general layout.
2. What are the topics of the gospels read during midnight praises?
3. When do we say TINAV?
4. Where can you find each Hoos from the Holy Bible
5. What is the function of the angels’ existence? What happens to us if we imitate their ways? These two questions are explained to us by which patristic father?
6. What is the purpose of Tasbeha?
7. What do you know about ‘Aripsalin’?